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About This Game

Save the jellyfish around the world by putting your knowledge of words to the test!

Test your vocabulary and help the gentle jellyfish by trying to form as many words as possible with the letters represented on
their bodies. Each time there's a wave, new jellyfish appear on the grid to increase your chances of finding longer and more

complex words that will score you more points!
You need to be quick and skillful if you are to rise to the different challenges that lie ahead of you. Use different bonuses, like

freeze or the joker, to help you explore all the words that come to mind!

The simple and addictive gameplay makes working on your vocabulary fun.
The levels take place all around the world in varied and colorful settings, from Mexico to Japan to France.

There are thousands of possible word combinations with a dictionary that is entirely in English

Test yourself across a hundred levels in the different game modes:
- Wordsearch: Find the different number of words you are set as an objective

- Survival: Hold out for a set number of waves
- Rescue: Save the required number of jellyfish

- Hangman: Guess the word with the jellyfish on the grid
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I only just started playing this, but I'm already in love with this game. It is perfect for wanting to just distract your mind and
meditate, space out. Not much thinking needed, but also a little puzzle to mess with and such beautiful art!. Very comprehensive
sailing simulator that covers concepts absent in other games of the genre, such as anchoring, mooring, line turns around winches,
and map navigation. Having two crew members you can order around is a nice touch as well, providing even more realism.
You can see the developer is putting a lot of effort in providing an authentic sailing experience, and that's awesome for us.
Recommended for anyone interested in sailing.. so good game ♥. The ultimate strategy game.
Confusing, yet interesting puzzles.
Amazing game.. Out goes any pretense of sophistication\/finesse and in comes the Fishing Planet equivalent of seal clubbing.
Buy it, absolutely, in game or as DLC, no issue if you are going to play a level playing field.

Why the negative? There were gaps in the existing role call of rods. A 12kg spinning outfit, perhaps a 14kg one. A distance rod
for the casting reels. One which actually reflects real life physics(see world casting records and the respective reels). All of
which would have expanded on the current game meta and not thrown balance to the four winds.

Will this step diminish the overall experience of Fishing Planet? How much forethought went into this addition? Does it limit
further expansions? Does it reduce the level of adaptability or thought required to play the game 'succesfully', be that with
personal or multiplayer goals?

In game or as DLC, it's a backward but essential buy.

GM. funny little game. Not happy with the undead DLC.
It seems the idea is your troops die ALOT! They do come back easyer then the other factions tho.
No heals, no troops with good armor. Just sad. actually a truly fun little game. It may look like just another cutesy retro
platformer designed to provide a brief dopamine hit of nostalgia, but MagiCat is surprisingly deep.

Getting the three gems on each level requires equal doses of platforming precision and strategic thought, and the latter can often
be fairly tough (moreso than I was expecting). I'm 7 hours in, only about halfway through, and the game is still humming along -
my initial reaction to seeing the screenshots was that this game would provide about 5 hours of entertainment max before it
either ended or became too boring to continue.

I'm often pleasantly surprised by the way MagiCat consistently introduces new mechanics and concepts, rather than drive the
existing ones into the ground. Hats off to the dev for keeping things fresh while still providing a healthy dose of familiar and
comfortable tropes from classic games like Super Mario World. Great bang for your buck here.. Couldn't get into it. Over an
hour in; no real story, no gameplay, bad/boring environments, and most importantly not a shred of horror.
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OMG! Where do I begin?!
The graphics are absolutely amazing! The animals look so realistic and act just like they would in real life. I fully enjoy this
game and would recommend it to anyone who loves animals and managing a zoo.
It is very similar to Zoo Tycoon 2 but includes many more amazing features, such as: having to care for plants (not just animals),
animals arent always up for adoption and sometimes you have to wait, animals have ages, etc.

I love this game and strongly recommend it!. Good story, fun game play, nice puzzles. I like how they used the different
perspectives for the different characters. The Low Road is a beautiful point'n'click spy adventure with a good story and
atmospheric music setting the scene. The art style seems somewhat familiar while still being its own thing and it is pretty much
consistently applied. Character voices are excellent - although in one case (most likely intentionally) annoying. The story is deep
enough and told in the way of a crime or indeed spy novel where the player may piece together the story slightly ahead of the
avatar - and a second run will make it easier to spot early connections that may have been too obscure before. Apart from
loading screens which got stuck every few hours there is only one puzzle that I feel was not quite polished. Altogether, The Low
Road was a lot of fun hugely supported by exceptional presentation.

+ Very consistent and its-own art style
+ Well fitting music
+ Excellent voice acting
+ Engaging storyline
+ Unobtrusive but helpful button prompts
+ Skippable dialog
0 One "trappy" puzzle
- Occasionally the game breaks quietly on loading screens

There is a short ocean scene which is the only thing I remember where the environment, specifically the water, clashes with the
overall art style.

The storyline offers a few twists and turns and while it's not too deep or explanatory it seems a pretty much perfect fit, as far as
pacing and suspense are concerned, for the, I estimate, five hours required for the first run through the game - maybe think of it
like a good 120-page instead of a good 400-page novel.

Occasionally but not annoyingly I got stuck on a loading screen without any indication that something was wrong, possibly with
the exception of the music stopping at some point. More on that here.

There is one puzzle in the game where the necessary inspiration may be set up badly or well depending on the player's choices.
There is no getting out of the puzzle and so there is no reviewing auxiliary information and checking around once the puzzle has
started. Further elaboration, hints and a suggestion for improvement can be found here.

I had a lot of fun with The Low Road and highly recommend it to those searching for another point'n'click adventure.. This
game is amazing fun for my kids. Would recommend for anyones kids that just like to have a bit of fun.. TD初心者向け
普通に言うとクソゲー買うな. I haven't played much of the game but from what I have done so far, I really like it. The game is far from
perfect and could use some tweaking (like making grabbing things more intuitive and a way to save career) but it's a really fun
game to relax with.. I was slightly excited there was a new Mystery Case Files game, Escape From Ravenhearst, released until I
played it. I have played the other Mystery Case Files games and enjoyed them. This one I played for about an hour and could
not take any more because the game play changed. Up to the point I quit playing, instead of finding hidden objects you now find
objects which change appearance or morph. There was a previous game which had these morphing objects but they were
specials. Puzzles where you must use inventory items found in one location to open other locations is still present. If the game
play gets better or has brain teasers as the previous games did I cannot say because that first hour bored me sooooo much.. If
you like rogue-like turn based games, this one is it. For the price you can't go wrong, there's a few different classes to play as,
and it's a pretty good game. I had this on my wishlist but one of my friends bought it for me. If I paid, I would have got my
bucks worth. Give it a try, you have nothing to lose.

Check my curator page for more game reviews
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/27040334/
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